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This is the second paper in a series devoted to Green’s and Dirichlet spaces. In 
the first paper, we have investigated Green’s space .fl and the Dirichlet space YY 
associated with a symmetric Markov transition function p,(x, B). Now we assume 
that p is a transition function of a fine Markov process X and we prove that: (a) the 
space .P can be built from functions which are right continuous along almost all 
paths; (b) the positive cone .A + in .iy can be identified with a cone M of measures 
on the state space; (c) the positive cone P” in .P can be interpreted as the cone of 
Green’s potentials of measures p E M. To every measurable set B in the state space 
E there correspond a subspace X(B) of .fl and a subspace X(B) of ;yC. The 
orthogonal projections of .X onto .3(B) and of .Isy onto R(B) can be expressed in 
terms of the hitting probabilities of B by the Markov process X. As the main tool, 
we use additive functionals of X corresponding to measures ,U E M. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
1.1. We denote by R ’ the open positive half-line (0, co) and by 
,sl, + the Bore1 u-algebra in R ‘. 
A (stationary) transition function in a measurable space (E, 29) is a 
function p,(x, I?), t > 0, x E E, B E .S with the following properties: 
1.1.A. For every t, x,pI(x, .) is a measure on 28. 
1.1.B. For every B E 9, p&x, B) is SR+ X S-measurable in t, x. 
l.l.C. p,(x, E) < 1 for all t, x and it tends to 1 as t + 0. 
1.1.D. For all s, t, x, B 
! ~s(xv @)P,(Y, B) = ps t Ax, B). E 
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The corresponding operators TI act on functions and measures by the 
formulas 
T,f(x) = !, P,(x, ~YMY), (1.1) 
W’,)(B) = 1 P@x)P,(x, B). (1.2) 
E 
Let m be a a-finite measure on (E, 9). A transition function p is called 
symmetric relative to m if 
f m(dx)p,(x, B) = )_ m(dx)p,(x,d) 
-A -B 
for all A, B E 9. (1.3) 
In this paper we assume that (E, 9) is a standard Bore1 space, i.e., it is 
isomorphic to a Bore1 subset of a complete separable metric space. We also 
assume that: 
l.l.E. For every x # y there exist t E R + and B E .57 such that 
P& B) + PAY, B). 
We put 
G, = .’ T, dt, 
J 
CER+, 
0 
(1.4) 
G = I’ T, dt. (l-5) 
-R+ 
It follows from l.l.E. that the functions: 
{G,f:cER+,fE9,fis bounded} (1.6) 
separate points of E and generate 9 (see, e.g., [ 6, Lemma 2.1 I). ’ 
We consider only dissipative (transient) transition functions, i.e., we 
assume that: 
1.1.F. Gf(x) < co m-a.e. for every m-integrable function fe 9. 
1.2. In [lo] we constructed two models K and 3’ for Green’s space 
and two models H and Z for the Dirichlet space associated with p,(x, B). 
We outline the results of [lo] in Subsections 1.2-1.4. 
Operators Tf defined by the formula (1.1) preserve m-equivalence of 
functions and determine a self-adjoint contraction semi-group in L*(m). 
’ Let .d be a u-algebra in a space E and let f be a real-valued function on E. We write 
f(Z ,4 if f is positive and d-measurable, and we denote by ,u(f) the integral of J with respect 
to a measure ,u. (Iffis defined on a subset E’ E .S’, then ,u(J) means the integral offover E’). 
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We put (.A g) = Wk>, llfll = (f,f)“‘. For everyfE 92, llflli = (Kf) = 
srl+vt,2.L Tt,,f) dt* 
The property l.l.F is equivalent to: 
1.2.A. There exists a strictly positive function p E 9 such that 
IIPIIC < a* 
A real-valued function #r(~), t > 0, x E E is called a K-function if 
m(#f) ( co for all t and T,q5,(x) = #S+t(x) for all s, t, x. These conditions 
imply: 4,(x) is SR+ x g-measurable in t, x; #f is a continuous L’(m)-valued 
function which tends to 0 as t -+ co. 
A real-valued function h,,,(x), 0 < s < u, x E E is called an H-function if 
m(hf,,) < 03 for all s, u, A,,, + h,,, = h,., for all s < t < u and all x and 
Tths,u = hs+f,u+l for all s, U, t, x. We say that h is differentiable if the limit 
h 
hi = lim s.U 
sTt.ult u-s 
exists in L’(m) for all t E R+. Obviously h’ is a K-function. 
Two K-functions 4 and $ are m-equivalent if 4, = & m-a.e. for each t. 
Analogously, two H-functions h and /i are m-equivalent if h,,, = h”,,, m-a.e. 
for all s, U. 
Elements of the space K are classes of m-equivalent K-functions 4 such 
that JR+ ll#fll’ dt < co. Elements of the space H are classes of m-equivalent 
H-functions h such that JR+ 1) h; II* dt < co. K and H are Hilbert spaces with 
the inner products 
.cc . 
($3 $I’>, = I I $4,2(x> &,2(x) dt m(dx), 
Jo “‘E 
.‘x 
(h, 6, = (h’, /i’)‘)K = j 1 h;,,(x) &2(x) dt m(dx). 
0 “E 
They are in duality with respect to the form 
.a, 
(6 h) = j 1 h2(x) h;,,(c) dt m(dx). 
0 -6 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
The mapping 4 = h’ is an isometry of H onto K. The inverse is given by the 
formula 
h,,, = AU 4t dt, J o<s<u. (1.10) s 
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1.3. We put fER if T, IfI < co m-a.e. for all t and if there exists 
an h E H such that 
A,,, = Tsf - T,,f m-a.e. for every 0 < s < u (1.11) 
(we set TJ =f if s = 0). Condition (1.11) can be rewritten in the form 
fU 4, dt = T,f - T,,f m-a.e. for every 0 < s < u, (1.12) 
“S 
where 4 = h’ is the element of K corresponding to h. 
Let 
Q,(f) = (W’ j,j, m(dx)p,(x, dy) If(x) -f(y)l* 
+ t-’ 1’ m(dx)(l -p,(x, E))f(x)*. 
Jt 
It turns out that, for every f E ‘W, the limit 
(fif )r= ‘I’E G,(f) (1.14) 
exists and 
Uf )r = (h, h),, (1.15) 
if f and h are connected by (1.11). Hence Z with the inner product (1.14) is 
a Hilbert space and (1.11) establishes an isometry between H and Z.* 
It is proved in [IO] that: 
1.3.A. If f E R and h E GP are connected by (1.1 l), then h,., E AF 
for every 0 < s < u and 
f = lim h,,, 
S-O.U-CZ 
in ,T and in L’(mp) where mP(dx) =p(x) m(dx), llpllc < co. 
1.3.B. For every f E A?, 
m’(lf I> ,< lbllc Ilf IL. 
Hence iff, -+f in 3, then a subsequence f,, converges to f m-a.e. 
1.3.C. For every fER, IIT,f--fI),-+O as t-0 and IIT,fll,p-+O as 
t+ al. 
2 Abusing notations we use the same letter for a set of functions and for a set of classes of 
m-equivalent functions. 
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1.3.D. IffC Z then If] E 8 and II If] IId Ilfll~. 
(See [lo], (3.6), (5.4), (5.13), (3.9) and Corollary 1 to Theorem 5.3). 
We need also the following proposition: 
1.3.E. If llp]]c < co, then q = Gp ER and for everyfE.X 
hf) x = @.f>* 
TO prove 1.3.E, we consider h E ,X corresponding to f and w E K defined 
by the formula wI = T,p. We note that T,q - T,, q = j: wt dt and, by (1.15) 
and (1.8), 
hf)w= (w, h’>,i = !I+ (v,,z, h;,,) dt. 
On the other hand, 
@, h,.,) = 1.” @, W dt = fU (v,,zr h:,,) dt 
-s . s 
and, by 1.3.A, @, h,,,)+ @,f) as s-+0, u+ co. 
We define .Z as the space of all linear functionals on 3. Using the 
duality (1.9), we map K onto .Z’: the functional corresponding to d c K is 
given by the formula k(f) = (h, 4) where h is defined by (1.11). 
1.4. The positive cones in K and H are defined by the conditions: 
4 E K+ if 4 E K and 4, > 0 m-a.e. for ail t; h E Ht if h E H and h,., > 0 m- 
a.e. for all s, u. We note that h E Ht if and only if h’ E K’. 
A function f E 9 is called almost excessive if f < co m-a.e. and T, f < f m- 
a.e. for every t. We denote by Zt the set of ail almost excessive functions in 
.P and by .F’+ the set of positive functionals, i.e., set of k E.3 such that 
k(f) > 0 if f > 0 m-a.e. 
We note that Xt and H’ correspond to each other under the isometry 
(l.ll), and.,? + and Kt correspond to each other under the natural isometry 
between .a and K. If Q E Kt and if f is the corresponding element of R, 
then by (1.12) 
f = j;+ 4, dt- (1.16) 
It is known that: 
1.4.A. If f < g m-a.e. and if f, g are almost excessive functions, then 
@Jf) < Q1( g) for all t. 
1.4.B. A function f belongs to Rt if and only if it is almost excessive 
and Q,(f) is bounded. 
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1.4.C. Put f E Z’ if fEZ and f > 0 m-a.e. A function f E Z’ 
belongs to Z+ if and only if (Jf),, 2 0 for all fE X’. 
1.4.D. If k E Z ’ corresponds to d E K+, then 
k(f) = ~$Lf) for allfE X 
(See [IO], Lemma 5.3 and 5.4, and Theorems 5.4 and 5.5). 
1.5. Let ,u be a a-finite measure on (E, ,2) and let ,uT, be absolutely 
continuous with respect to m for every t > 0. Then the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative 
dW’J #I=,, 
can be chosen to be a K-function. We call 
(1.17) 
(1.18) 
the energy integral for ,u and we call 
S,=j;+w (1.19) 
Green’s potential of ,u. We define M as the set of all measures ,u such that 
@I, ,u)~ < co and we put ,U E M(B) if ,e E M and ,u(E\B) = 0. 
If ,U E M, then the restriction ,U~ of p to B belongs to M(B) and 01,) p,), < 
01, P)~. Formula (1.17) defines a natural mapping from M onto K which 
preserves the inner product. We have also analogous mappings from M onto 
.Z; H and Z. By (1.16) and (1.19) the natural image of p in Z is Green’s 
potential f,, . Hence 
(f, vf,>, = 017 1uh.l. (1.20) 
We denote by K(B) the minimal subspace of K which contains the natural 
image of M(B). The notations X(B), H(B) and R(B) have an analogous 
meaning. In particular, R(B) is the minimal subspace of .p which contains 
all Green’s potentials f,, , ,B E M(B). 
1.6. In this paper we investigate the space Z and the cones X+ 
and .?Y’+ under the assumption that p is the transition function of a fine 
Markov process. The class of fine processes contains all symmetric standard 
processes, in particular, all symmetric diffusions. The definition which is 
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rather close to that of a right process (cf. [6, 12, 15, 171) is given in 
Section 3. 
If X, is a Markov process with transition probabilities P,, then the tran- 
sition function is given by the formula 
P,(x, B) = P,K E B 1. (1.21) 
To every measure p on the state space (,!$9) there corresponds a measure 
P, = 1. P,p(dx). 
“E 
(1.22) 
We say that a set B c E is inaccessible if 
P,{X,EB for some t>O}=O for all p E M. 
A property holds quasi-everywhere (q.e.) if it holds outside an inaccessible 
set. A .Z&measurable function f is called right if, for every p E M, f(X,) is 
right continuous in t on 10, +co) a.s. P,. With every stopping time r we 
associate operators 
W’,>(B) = P,{X, E B 1, (1.23) 
(TTf)(X) = PAX,) (1.24) 
(if 7 = t, then formulas (1.23), (1.24) are equivalent to (l.l)( 1.2)). 
Assuming that the process X, is tine, we prove that every element f of .W 
can be represented by a right function. We also prove that there exists a cone 
Mc M with the following properties: 
1.6.A. For every v E M there exists one and only one lu E M such that 
(v-p,v-p),=O. 
1.6.B. Every fE X+ is Green’s potential of a measure p E M. 
1.6.C. The right version of Green’s potential has a representation 
(1.25) 
where uU is a continuous homogeneous additive functional of X, (see the 
definition in Subsection 4.3). 
1.6.D. For every ,u, v E M, 
01,v>,=~(f,,)=v(f,)=P,a”(R+)=P,,a”(R+). (1.26) 
1.6.E. A set B E .9 is inaccessible if and only if ,u(B) = 0 for all 
,u E M. Two functions, f, g E R coincide q.e. if and only if p(f) = p( g) for 
all puEM. 
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1.6.F. A function fE 2 is right if and only if (f, ,f)p= p(f) for all 
,uuEM. 
1.6.G. All operators T, defined by (1.23) are contractions of M. 
1.6.H. Let 
u = inf{t: t > 0, X, E B} (1.27) 
be the first hitting time of B E .5?. If p EM, then ,uT, is the orthogonal 
projection of p on K(B). IffE 2 is right, then TJ is a right version of the 
orthogonal projection off onto R(B). 
1.6.1. If fE 3 is right, then TJ is the only right function which 
belongs to Z(B) and which coincides with f q.e. on B. 
Under additional conditions on X, and (f,f)r, a part of these results (in 
particular, 1.6.H) has been proved by a different method in [ 11, 16 1. 
The relation of this paper to the literature on the subject is discussed more 
in the concluding Section 8. 
1.7. We denote by Fp the completion of a a-algebra ,F with 
respect to a measure P. If N is a class of measures, then .FN means the inter- 
section of .Fp over all P E N. 
We say that a set C is P-negligible in P(C) = 0, and we call C P-certain if 
the complement of C is P-negligible. Writing “P-a.e. on 3’ or “P-a.s. on 3’ 
means “for all o E fin C where C is P-certain set.” The expression N-a.e. is 
an abbreviation for P-a.e. for all P E N. The expressions N-negligible and N- 
certain have an analogous meaning. 
We deal with measures which are not necessarily finite and therefore we 
need the following generalization of conditioning. 
Suppose that &’ is a sub-a-algebra of .F and let Z E .F, C E .d. Then 
P(Z~.Qf}=Z a.s. P on C (1.28) 
means that Z is measurable with respect to the P-completion ,dP of .d and 
P{ Yl,Z} = P{ Yl,Z} for all YE .pP. (1.29) 
If @ E .F and if 0 < P@ < co, then the formula P@(C) = P( 1, @)/P@ defines 
a probability measure. We note that 
P”{ZI~}=P{Z~I~}/P{Q)I~} a.s. Pon {O<P{@Id} < 00) 
(1.30) 
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2. MEASURES ON THE SPACE OF PATHS 
2.1.A. A path in E is an E-valued function on an open interval 
A = (a, /I) where the birth time a and the death time /I satisfy the condition 
---co < a (/I < -co. We consider the space 52 of all paths, we put 
X,(w) = w(t) and we denote by F(I) the minimal u-algebra in Q which 
contains all sets3 
{a < fL {P> t} and Ix, E BJ, B E .di? (2.1) 
with r E I. We use the following notation: &, =.F(s, +ao), .T = 
.7(--co, s], .F=9(R). The shift operators are defined by the formula 
(O,o)(t) = w(s + t) for G(W) - s < t < /I(U) - s. 
We note that Q* = (a < 0 < ,8} EST>,, and that the restriction of every 3,,- 
measurable function to Q* depends only on the values of w on (0,/Q. 
We fix a transition function p on (E, S) and we denote by .N” the class of 
all measures P on (.Q,.7,,) concentrated on Q* such that, for every t C R +, 
the measure 
Y,(B) = PW, E B 1, B E .57 (2.2) 
is o-finite and, for every t > s > 0, B E zS, 
PV, E B I TJ) =~t--sWs, B) a.s. P on (s </I}. (2.3) 
A measure P E .U” is uniquely determined by its one-dimensional 
distributions and we write P = P, if P and y are connected by formula (2.2). 
It follows from (2.2) and (2.3) that 
Y~=Y,T,-, for all t > s > 0. (2.4) 
An arbitrary family yl, t > 0 of o-finite measures satisfying (2.4) is called an 
entrance law. For every entrance law y, there exists a measure P, E L 4‘. 
By (2.2) y,(E) = P,{p > t). Hence 
PyW = ‘I’g Y,(E). (2.5 1 
2.2. For every x E E, y:(B) =p,(x, B) is an entrance law and, by 
l.l.C, y:(E) -+ 1 as t + 0. We use notation P, for the probability measure 
Py.x. For every s E R ‘, x E E, the formula 
P,,,(C) = PAL C), CEF>S, (2.6) 
determines a probability measure on ,;“,,?. Of course, P,,, = P,. 
3 (X,EB} means (fEd,X,EEJ. 
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Formula (2.3) is equivalent to each of the following properties: 
2.2.A. For every YE CC and 2 E ,F>,y, 
ptY’,>S Z} =P{Yl B>sPs,x,Zl* 
2.2.B. For every Z E.;T>s, 
P{Z I Zl = P,,X~Z a.s. P on {/I > s}. 
2.2.C. For every Z E.F, 
P{BsZ 1.E) = P&Z a.s. P on {/I > s}. 
(Here B,Z(w) = Z(d,w).) 
For every measure P on (E, 9), we put 
Ps,,(C) = ,f P,,,(C)Pu(dX)~ cEF>S; 
E 
p, = PO,,. 
(2.7) 
It follows from 2.2.A and (2.2) that 
P,Zl 4>s = PSJpZ for all Z E 5> s. (2.8) 
2.3. Suppose that the transition function p is symmetric relative to 
m. Let 4 E K+. Then y,(dx) = $,( x m x is an entrance law. We denote the ) (d ) 
corresponding measure by P, and we denote by .M the class of all measures 
P,, #E K+. 
By (2.8), for every Z E C;T,s, 
where F,(x) = P,,,Z. 
P,Z’,>S = (~47 FA (2.9) 
We consider a function p subject to condition 1.2.A and we put 4 = Gp. 
Formula w, = T,p determines an element w of K’ such that IIwllK = Ijpllc. By 
(2.2), (1.5) and (1.7), for every I//E K+, 
(2.10) 
2.4. In addition to the measures investigated in Subsections 2.1 
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through 2.3, we introduce a measure P on (Q,sT) with the following 
properties: 
P{X, E B} = m(B) for all t E R, B E 9, (2.11) 
PF~,~B/~~=P,-,(~,~B) a.s. P on {s E d ) 
foralls<tER,BE57. (2.12) 
The existence and uniqueness of P follows from a general theorem due to 
Kuznecov [ 13 1. 
We use the following implications of formulas (2.1 l), (2.12): 
2.4.A. PB,Z = PZ for all Z E F. 
2.4.B. Pf(X,)g(X,)= df, r,-,g)= (T,-Jg) for all t > s > 0, 
f, g E 9 (and also for all S, g E L’(m)). 
2.4.C. For every Z E ,F>s, 
P{Z I *I = ps,xsz a.s. P on (s E A}. 
2.4.D. For every Z E .7>,, 
PZl,(s) = P,,,Z. 
2.4.E. All measures P E .N are absolutely continuous with respect to 
P on every u-algebra ;T,,, s > 0. 
Properties 2.4.A through 2.4.D are quite obvious. Let us prove 2.4.E. If 
P(C) = 0 for set C E Y>,, then by 2.4.D, for every u E (0, s), P,,,(C) = 0 m- 
a.e. and P,(C, p > u} = 0 by (2.8). Hence P,(C) = 0. 
2.5. We call P,,, transition probabilities. Formulas (2.3), 2.2.A, 
2.2.B, 2.2.C (2.12) and 2.4.C express various forms of the Markov property 
which is true also in a more general setting. For instance (2.12) holds if we 
replace .F by .Fp and adjoin to 6 all sets C E .iTp for which P(C) = 0. In 
2.4.C we can replace ;“,, by ,F:i = @,,F:i. Analogous augmentation is 
possible in (2.3), 2.2.A, 2.2.B, 2.2.C and 2.4.C. 
3. FINE MARKOV PROCESSES 
3.1. Starting from a symmetric transition function p in a standard 
Bore1 space (E, 5?), we have constructed in Section 2: 
(a) a measure space @2,X, P); 
@I an E-valued function X,(w) defined for tEA(w)= 
Mwh P(w)) = R; 
SR0/47/3-R 
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(c) transformations 19, of Q preserving Y and P such that X,(0,0) = 
X,+,(w); 
(d) two families of sub-u-algebras of .7: .< generated by sets (2.11) 
with t < s and C97>s generated by (2.11) with t > s; 
(e) a class . K of measures on (~2, .F>J concentrated on a* = 
IaGO <PI. 
Formulas (2.12) and (2.3) establish the relation of P and .N‘ to the tran- 
sition function p; (2.2) determines a l-l correspondence between .,+. and 
entrance laws for p, and (2.11) shows the connection of P with the reference 
measure m. 
Subject to these conditions, elements (a) through (e) determine a Markov 
process X with the transition function p. A process is canonical if (Q,.F) is 
the set of paths described in Section 2. Being a good starting point, the 
canonical process is a poor base for analytic considerations since X,(w) as a 
function of t can be completely irregular. However, for a wide class of tran- 
sition functions, it is possible to define a nice function d,(w) such that 
d, = X, a.s. P on t E A for every t E R and d, = X, a.s. , Q - on {a < t < ,8} for 
every t E R’. If we replace X by x, then the u-algebras ,c and .F>s change 
but their augmentations described in Subsection 2.5 do not change and ,? is a 
Markov process with the same transition function p. 
3.2. With every function f on E a stochastic process f(X,) is 
associated. This is a function on R x R (equal to 0 for t c!! A(w)). We say 
that f is fine if f is J&‘-measurable and if, for every s E R, there exists a P- 
certain set r such that, if w E r and a(o) < s, then f(X,(o)) is right 
continuous on (s, w). 
If f is fine, then, for P-almost all w, f(X,) is right continuous on all real 
line R except maybe t = a(o). It follows from 2.4.E that f(X,) is right 
continuous on R’ a.s. .X. 
We say that a Markov process is fine if: 
3.2.A. All functions 
f = G,w y/E.9,cE (0, +col (3.1) 
are fine. 
3.2.B. .B is generated by functions f with the property: f(X,(o)) is 
right continuous on A(w) for all o E R. 
From this point on we consider only fine processes. 
It follows from 3.2.B that, for every ,5YR x .59-measurable function f and 
for every interval 1, the function 
Wl w) =f (t, XLW)), fEI, wER, (3.2) 
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is ,%‘, x .P(I)-measurable and, if I,f(t, X,) dt exists, it represents a <F(I)- 
measurable function. Besides all functions (3.2) are optional with respect to 
the filtration CT (i.e., measurable with respect to the u-algebra in R x f2 
generated by right continuous functions adapted to ,YJ. 
3.3. Let &+ be the intersection of ;” over all u > t. Suppose that, 
for every w E R, t(u) either belongs to the interval [ 0, /I(w)) or is equal to 
+co. We say that t is a P-stopping time if (t< t} E.iTr+ for each t E R + 
and we put C E Src+ if {C,r<t)EFf+ for every tER+. 
The first hitting time of a set B is defined by (1.27). 
LEMMA 3.1. Let P E .H, B E 9’. The first hitting time o of B is a P- 
stopping time. There exists a sequence r, of stopping times with the following 
properties : 
3.3.A. Xr,E B a.s. P on {r, < oo}. 
3.3.B. t, 1 u a.s. P. 
Proof: The first statement of Lemma 3.1 follows from [ 1, Chap. 3, 
Theorem 231. 
For every n, the set C, = {(t, o): a(w) < t < a(w) + I/n, X,(W) E B) is 
optional and its projection on fi is A = {r < 0~) }= (ox X,(o) E B for some 
t > 0). By the cross-section theorem [2, Theorem 84, Chap. IV], there exists 
a stopping time u, such that P(A) < P{u, < co} + 2-” and (un, X0”) E C, 
for {u, < 00). Put 7, = (5, A . . . A u,. Obviously X0. E B a.s. P on (a, < co } 
and therefore 3.3.A holds. By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, P-a.s. on A, u,, < 03 
for all sufficiently large n. Hence u, + u and t, 1 u a.s. P on A. 3.3.B holds 
since u, = u = +co outside A. 
3.4. The following theorem presents a form of the strong Markov 
property. We outline the proof referring to (3, 61 for detail. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let P be a probability measure of class .4 ‘. Ifs is a P- 
stopping time, then, for every Z E Fp, 
w,zI.~~r+~ =pxy a.s. P on {s > O}. (3.3) 
Proof: First, we prove (3.3) for 
Z = .’ y/(X,) dt I (3.4) 0 
with a bounded w E 3. Obviously, 9,Z is continuous in u. By Fubini’s 
theorem, 
P, Z = G, w(x). (3.5) 
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Hence PX 2 is right continuous in u a.s. P, and formula (3.3) can be proved 
in a routi:e way using the approximation of r from above by a sequence of 
stopping times r, which take a countable set of values. 
Let Y be a bounded ST:+-measurable function and let Y = 0 on (r = 0). 
By applying (3.3) to the function (3.4), we get that 
PWWT.,) = pypx,ww (3.6) 
for almost all t. If w is fine, then both parts of (3.6) are right continuous in t 
and therefore (3.6) holds for all t. Since the class of bounded fine functions is 
closed under multiplication and generates %S, (3.6) holds for w E .9. 
Now using (3.6), we prove by induction that (3.3) holds for 
2 = w,(q> *.* W”(qY 0 < t, < *** < t,, n = 1, 2 ‘...) 
ly’1)...’ lyn E 9. (3.7) 
Hence (3.5) is true for all 2 ESTP. 
Remark. Let @ E %FO+. If (3.3) holds for P, then it holds for P(do) = 
Q(o) P(do). Hence Theorem 3.1 holds for each measure P E .4’- whose 
restriction for Sg, is a a-finite measure. We show in Subsection 5.4 that all 
P E .H have this property. 
3.5. Let p satisfy condition 1.2.A and let q = Gp, Eq = 
{x: q(x) = co}. For every x & Eq, 
PAX,) = Ttdx) < q(x) < aIJ (3.8) 
and, since (q(X,),,T, P,) is a positive right continuous supermartingale, 
PX(q(X,) = co for some t > 0) = 0. 
Dropping Eq from the state space, we get a new fine Markov process with an 
additional property: 
3.5.A. There exists a strictly positive function p such that lj& < co 
and q = Gp is finite everywhere. 
To simplify the presentation (without any substantial loss of generality), 
we assume that 3.5.A holds and we call p a reference function. 
3.6. 
THEOREM 3.2. It is possible to extend the state space (E, 9) to a 
measurable space (8,9) and to define mappings o-+X,,(o) from Cl to l? 
and x + P, from I? to M in such a way that: 
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3.6.A. (X0 E B} Echo+ for every B E 9. 
3.6.B. F’,(Q) = 1 for all x E B; P, = P, for x E E. 
3.6.C. f(x) = pxZ is 2-measurable for every Z E .9Y 
3.6.D. For every Z E Sr, P EM, 
P{Z I&+ ) = P*,z as. P. (3.9) 
3.6.E. .$ is generated by functions F with the following properties: 
3.6.E,. The restriction of F to E is a fine function. 
3.6.E,. F(X,) -+ F(X,,) as s -+ 0 a.s. P for every P EM. 
Proof. Let p be a reference function and let q = Gp, 
q=. J PV,> da R+ (3.10) 
We denote by .Hp the class of all P E .Y such that Pv = 1. By (2.9) 
.P 3.d. 
We transform ./trp into a class of probability measures using the method 
introduced in [3, Chap. 10, Sect. 41. Namely, we associate with every 
measure P E .P’ a measure P” in the space d = 0 x R + defined on the (T- 
algebra .B =,7>0 x 2R+ by the formula 
p”(C) = 1 P(X,(W)) l,(w u> We) da 
-ClXR+ 
(3.11) 
For every .F-measurable function Z,(w) > 0, 
FZ=P’ 
! Z,PV,> du. 
(3.12) 
-R+ 
In particular, if Z does not depend on u (in other words, if Z E ,T>,,), then 
Fz = PZ?l. (3.13) 
We denote by J?” the class of probability measures P’ on G@ which 
correspond to P E JP’ by formula (3.11). 
Let .;“; stand for the o-algebra in d generated by the sets 
{X, E BJ x (s, a), BE9 (3.14) 
with s < t and let .F>, stand for the u-algebra generated by the sets (3.14) 
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with s > t. We check (cf. (3, Chap. 10, Sect. 4)) that a probability measure P 
belongs to .RP if and only if 
w I cz/ = dJw’ pt.x, Jrn Z,P(&J du as. P on (t < /I} x (2, co) t 
(3.15) 
for every Z E & such that Z = 0 on a x (--co, t]. Let <FO+ be the inter- 
section of <e over all t > 0. According to [4, Theorem 3.11 or [ 7, 
Theorem 9.11, there exists a mapping w --+ @” of R into ,2-P such that 
p”(Z 1 <FO, } = Q”(Z) a.s. p (3.16) 
for every P’E .?” and every Z E ,y. The measure 0“ corresponds to an 
element Qw of .X0 by formula (3.11). For Z E .?I>,,, we have, by (3.14), 
0-Z = Q-(Zv). (3.17) 
Let YE ,q + . Then Y belongs to .FO+ and, by (3.16) and (3.17) 
p( YZ) = ij( Y@‘Z) = p( YQ”(Zv)). (3.18) 
By (3.13) this equation is equivalent to P(YZq) = P(qYQ”(Zv)). Replacing 
Z by Z/q, we get 
P( YZ) = P(qYQ”(Z)). (3.19) 
Taking Z = 1, Y = q, we see that 1 = P(v) = P(n’Q(1)) and therefore all 
measures P E .Nep are concentrated on the set R’ = (w: Q”(1) < co}. We fix 
a point c E E and we put 
c&P, for w E n\G’, 
0 = Qw/Q“(l> for oE0’. 
(3.20) 
By (3.19), P(Y) = P(qYQ”(1)). Replacing Y with YQw(Z), we get 
W&‘(Z)> = P(rlYQ”W). (3.21) 
By (3.19) and (3.22), P(YZ) = P(Y@“(Z)) for every YE cFO+. Hence, for 
all P E ./Y-O, 
piz I,%+ I = Q”(Z) a.s. P. (3.22) 
We denote by ,!? the set of all P E . N“ such that P(R) = 1 and we define .@ 
as the minimal u-algebra in l? with respect to which all functions 
~&Y = PY4~,h y E 3, s > 0, (3.23) 
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are measurable. The space (2, ~8) is standard Bore1 [S, Theorem 3.3). The 
mapping x + P, is a measurable injection of E into ,??. Hence (see, e.g., [ 2, 
Chap. 111, Theorem 211 the image of every set B E 9 belongs to .a and 
(i, .@) can be considered as an extension of (E, 9). 
For every o E Q, &’ E & and we define a map from Q to g by setting 
X,(w) = o(w). Since I? c I 4’; we can define the mapping x -+ P, from I? to 
I‘ as the identity mapping. 
It follows from (3.12) and 2.2.C that, for every P EL 4 ‘O, ty E .W, s > 0, 
(3.24) 
Hence Q”w(X,) = &’ [ ( y(X,)/q(X,)) 1 )1 > ,] is &# + -measurable and so is 
@“r&Y,) = F&X,,). This implies 3.6.A. Property 3.6.B is obvious. To prove 
3.6.C, it is sufficient to note that, if Z E;T>,, P EM, and if v(x) = P,,,Z, 
then F@,,(P) = P&Y,) = PZ. Property 3.6.D follows from (3.22). 
It remains to prove 3.6.E. We consider the family .Y of functions on ,?? 
defined by the formula 
F(P) = (Prl) - ‘P f w(x,> dx,) du, cER’, yE9,O,<y<l. 
0 
(3.25) 
Let us prove that functions FE .Y are &measurable and that they generate 
,@. For every bounded tine function v/, F,,,(P) = PI&X,) is right continuous 
in s and &-measurable in P, hence it is gR+ x 9-measurable in s, P. Since 
fine functions generate 9, this property holds for every bounded IC/ E 9. The 
function (3.25) can be represented as 
J .’ Ftiq+ du F,,, du 0 R+ (3.26) 
and therefore it is 2-measurable. 
To check that Y generates &, it is sufficient to show that it separates 
points of I? (see, e.g., Lemma 2.1 in [6]). Suppose F(P,) = F(P,,) for all 
FE ,Y’. Then yl/Py~ = y;/P,,q for almost all t. By (2.5), y,(E)-+ 1 and 
y;(E) -+ 1 as t + 0, and we get P,,v = P,, q. Hence y, = y; for almost all t. 
This implies the equality y = y’. 
The restriction of F to E is equal to G,(vp)/Gp. Hence F satisfies 3.6.E,. 
To prove 3.6.E,, we show that 
F(X,) = p{ Z’ 1 ,<;I a.s. p on {/I > t) x (t, 00) (3.27) 
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where 
Zt,(w) = f C + ‘)’ ty(X,) ds. 
t 
(3.28) 
Indeed, by (3.15), 
F{ Z’ I &} = q(X,) - ’ Pt.,, Yt a.s. P’on (/3 > t} x (t, co), (3.29) 
where 
y’= . 
! -%G,)du=4~= . . l,<,l,<,f(x,)p(X,)dsdu R+ J ! R+ R+ 
= 8, J“ dsf(X,) (a p(X,) du. 
0 ‘S 
(3.30) 
By (2.6) and 2.2.C 
Pt., Y’ = P, p = P, j; (v/9)(x,) ds = F(x) q(x). (3.3 1) 
Now (3.27) follows from (3.29) and (3.31). 
For p-almost all (0, u), P”(Z” 1 yr} -+ P{Z” I,%+ ] as r -+ 0 along the set of 
rationals. We note that (Z’ - Z” ( < t and, taking into account (3.27) and 
(3.16), we get 
as r -+ 0 along rationals a.s. P. (3.32) 
By (3.25), (3.19) and (3.12) 
F(X,) = &, Y”/-ri,,qi = Q”( y”) = @‘(Z”). (3.33) 
Since F satisfies 3.6.E,, formulas (3.32) and (3.33) imply 3.6.E,. 
4. ADDITIVE FUNCTIONALS 
4.1. 
THEOREM 4.1. For every h E H and every s < u, there exists 
in L*(P). (4.1) 
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We have 
PfW,> a&, u> = (f, h - - s r,u r > for all T ,< s < if, f E L2(m), (4.3) 
Pa,(s, u)f(Xu) = (f, h,-,,,,-,) for all s < u < v,fE L’(m). (4.4) 
Proof: Put #t = h;, Ys = I: #&XJ dt. By the Fubini theorem 
PY*Y,= .’ 
J! 
W,, f2> df, 4, 
S<f,<12<U 
where 
-2 ‘Udt, 
J J 
d--1, 
dW,,2112 as 6, s + 0. 
s 0 
Therefore P(Y, - Y,)’ -+ 0, the limit (4.1) exists and satisfies (4.2). 
Using the Fubini theorem and 2.4.B, we get 
Hence (4.1) implies (4.3). Formula (4.4) can be proved similarly. 
4.2. For every finite set /i = {to < t, < ... < t} we put 
v,(A) = i a,(ti- 1, fi)2f 
i=l 
IA I = ,T!ij(Cri - li- 1). 
\ 
It follows from (4.2) that, if A c (s, u), then 
Hence 
PV,,(A)< 2(u -s) \“I II h;,,ll’ dt. 
-0 
lim PV,(A,)= 0 (4.5) 
for every sequence A, c (s, u) such that IAn I + 0. 
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In terminology suggested by Follmer this means that, for every s, the 
process Z, = a,(s, t) has zero energy. 
Suppose that h E Hf, i.e., h s,u > 0 m-a.e. for every s < U. Then V&4) is a 
monotone function of A and 
lim V&4,) = 0 P-a.e. (4.6) 
if/i,c/i,c.../i,c... and l/1,1-+0. 
4.3. We say that a function a(B, o), B E ,9R +, o E 0 is an additive 
functional if: 
4.3.A. For every w E 0, a(., w) is a measure on (R ‘, .JSR+) concen- 
trated on d(w) n R +. 
4.3.B. For every open interval I c R ‘, a(1, .) is measurable with 
respect to ,;T,,, and with respect to X(1) R and .F(Z)‘. 
An additive functional is continuous if the measures a(., w) do not charge 
singletons. It is homogeneous if: 
4.3.C. There exists a set TE.~>, which is P-certain and .,&certain 
and such that 
a(l, S,w) = a(Z + u, w) for all Zc Rt, w @ r and u > 0. 
THEOREM 4.2. For every h E H+ there exists a continuous homogeneous 
additive functional a,, such that, for every open interval I c R ‘, 
a,,(Z) = ‘,; 1 h&Y,) dt in L’(P). 
- I 
ProoJ Based on (4.6) and the following elementary considerations. 
Let F be a monotone function on the set R, of all rational points of an 
open interval I. We put 
W,(F) = lim 1 (F(tl) - F(ty- 1))2 = x (F(t+) - F(t-))2, 
n-m i=, tel 
where /i, = {to” < ... < tj”,} is an increasing sequence of finite sets with the 
union equal to R,. F can be extended to a continuous function on I if and 
only if 
W,(F) = 0. (4.7) 
If F(t) = lim Fk(t) for every t E R, and if Fk(t) are continuous increasing 
functions on Z, then (4.7) implies that Fk converge uniformly on every closed 
interval [c, , c2 J c I. 
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Let hEH+ and let t, E I. To every o E Q and every 6 > 0 there 
corresponds a continuous increasing function 
F,(t) = I.f h&Y,) ds (4.8) 
10 
on I. By Theorem 4.1, there is a sequence 6, + 0 such that, for P-almost all 
LL), lim Fak(t) = F(t) exists for all rational t > 0. It follows from (4.6) that 
(4.7) holds a.s. P. We put o E 0, if (4.7) holds and if 
b,(t) + WI for all t E R,. (4.9) 
Obviously Q, E <F(Z) and is a P-certain set. It follows from the last 
paragraph that 
Q, = {w: ,F8(t) converges uniformly on every [c, , c2] c I} 
I 1 
J2 
= co: h&(X,) ds converge uniformly in t, , t, E [c, , cz] 
“II 
for every ci , c2 E Z . 
I 
(4.10) 
Formula 
F’(f) = lim FAk(t) for w E a, 
=o for 0 &Q, 
determines a continuous increasing function on I. There exists a unique 
measure a’ on (R ’ , .A?R+) concentrated on Z such that 
a’@, u ] = F’(u) - F’(s) for all s < u E I. 
It is clear that it is concentrated on Zn A, does not charge any singleton and 
that 
u’(J) E F(Z) for every J c I. (4.11) 
We note that 
Q,CfiJ for I c J, (4.12) 
Q,” 1 Q, as 1, T 1, (4.13) 
a’@ n J, CO) = aJ(B, o) forallZ~J,BE.~~+,wEa,. (4.14) 
The set .R, is .M-certain. This follows from 2.4.E if I = (s, U) with s > 0. If 
Z = (0, u), we apply (4.13). 
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The function a,(B, o) = uR+(B, o) satisfies 4.3.A. By (4.14), a,(Z) = a’(Z) 
on R, and 4.3.B holds by virtue of (4.11). The set r= n Qn(,,n,m) belongs to 
Y,,, and is P-certain and .,.&certain and it satisfies 4.3.C by virtue of (4.10). 
5. CHARACTERISTIC MEASURES OF ADDITIVE FUNCTIONAL% 
REPRESENTATION OF GREEN’S SPACE 
BY MEASURES ON THE STATE SPACE 
5.1. To every additive functional a there corresponds a measure on 
R+ xE: 
If the functional a is homogeneous, then, by 2.4.A and 4.3.C, v is invariant 
with respect to the shifts (t, x) -+ (t + U, x) and consequently it has the form 
v(dt, dx) = ,~(dx) dt. For every positive LSR + x S-measurable function f(t, x), 
(5.1) 
We call ,u the characteristic measure of the homogeneous additive functional 
a. 
LEMMA 5.1. Zf the characteristic measure p does not charge a set D, 
then 
1’ l&Y,) a(dt) = 0 U.S. x8. 
It+ 
Proof: Put 
(5.2) 
z, = J ‘m l&Y,) a(dt). s 
By (5.1) PZ,=O. Hence Z, =0 a.s. P. By 4!3.B, Z, E<F>Xs, and 2.4.E 
implies that Z, = 0 a.s. .A for every s > 0, hence Z, = 0 a.s. M. 
5.2. Our first objective is to prove the following theorem. 
THEOREM 5.1. The characteristic measures of all additive functionals 
a,, , h E Hf are a-finite. 
We need two lemmas. 
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LEMMA 5.2. Let f = G,w with a bounded v and let F(t, x) = T,-,f (x). 
For P-almost all o, F(t, X,(w)) is right continuous on (--co, u) except maybe 
t = a. 
Proof: For every 0 < u < v, the function 
G;v=G,v-G,,Ic/ 
is line. Let A = (u = to > t, > ... }, tn + --co and let 
F,(t,X)=F(ti,X)=G::T~-,iu/(~) for t E [ti+, , ti), i = 0, l,... . 
For P-almost all o, F,(t, X,) is right continuous on (-co, u) except maybe 
t = a. We have 
F, - F = G;:;‘yl- G,U:;c;l// on Iti+ I 3 ti>* 
Hence 1 F, - FI < 2 supx 1 w(x)] ]A 1 which implies the statement of 
Lemma 5.2. 
LEMMA 5.3. If p is the characteristic measure of a,,, h E Hi, then 
Cu(G,f >I’ < m(f ‘>%64 u)’ (5.3) 
for every f = G,w, v E 9 and every u > 0. 
Proof: It suffices to check (5.3) for bounded v. 
Let A = (0 = to < . . . < tj = u } be a partition of [0, u] and let 
b,(t) = ti for tE [ti-],ti), i= l,..., j. 
By (2.3) and 2.4.C 
(5.4) 
Pa(ti- 1, ti)f(x,> = Pa(ti-13 ti)F(ti, X,i>, (5.5) 
where F(t, x) = Tu-,f(x). (For typographical convenience we drop the 
subscript h.) Hence 
P I .’ W,,(t), xb,& a@) = WO, u)f (x,). -0 
By Lemma 5.2, F(t,X,) is right continuous on (0, u)\(a) a.s. P. Passing to 
the limit along a sequence A, with ]A,] + 0 and using Fatou’s lemma, we get 
P 
J 
.’ F(t, X,) a(dt) < Pa(0, u) f (X,). (5.6) 
0 
Formula (5.3) follows from (5.1) and (5.6), and the Schwarz inequality. 
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Proof of Theorem 5.1. Let w be a strictly positive function in L’(m). 
Then f = G, i,~ and F = G, f are strictly positive and belong to L’(m). By 
(5.3) and (4.2), ,a(F) < 00. 
5.3. 
THEOREM 5.2. The characteristic measure p of an additive functional 
a,,, h E H’ is given by the following formula: 
/J(B) = p, vo E B 1, B E A?, (5.7) 
where 4, = h;. For all P E .N, P{X,, 6? E} = 0. 
ProoJ (1) Let us prove that 
P 1.’ W,) a@) f (X,,) = P, I“ F(X,,)f (Xl,-,) dt (5.8) 
"0 -0 
for every FE .a, f E ,2, 0 < c < v. It is sufficient to check (5.8) for 
SE L’(m) and bounded F subject to conditions 3.6.E,, 3.6.E,. By 2.4.C for 
all 0 f s < u < v, 
Pa@, u) F(X,)f (X,) = Pa@, u) F(X,) T,.-,f (X,). 
By 2.3.B and (l.lO), 
(5.9) 
P@ jk~,-,)/(X,-,) dt = (~“f’oF(X,-,) T,.-,f(X,-,) dt s ‘S 
FT,.-“f) dt 
= (ho.u-s, FT,.-,f ). 
It follows from (5.9), (4.4), and (5.10) that 
(5.10) 
Pa(s, u> F(X,)f (X,) = P, 1’ F(X, - ,> f (X,,- ,) dt. s 
(5.11) 
Now let A be an arbitrary partition of [O, c] and let b, be defined by (5.4). 
BY (5.111, 
P 1’ FWbAc,J Wt)fK,) = P, f F(Xo)f (XL,-,) dt. 
-0 .O 
(5.12) 
By the dominated convergence theorem, (5.12) implies (5.8). 
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(2) It follows from (5.8) that, for all 0 < c < u < 1, 
P .I F(X,) 1 
J r<C,t~<o44 = q; lr<c,lxt+/3 dtW0). 
(5.13) 
0 
By Theorem 5.1, there exists a function F, > 0 such that p(F,) < CO. We 
consider two measures 
v,(A)=P .’I/g(f,P)F(XJa(df), .I 0 
v&4)=P,f lA(f,f+P)F(X,)dt, 
0 
on the triangle D = (0 < t < u < 1 }. By (5.13) they coincide on all rectangles 
(0, c) x (v, l), 0 < c < u < 1. If F/F, is bounded, then v, is finite on all these 
rectangles. Thus v,(D) = v,(D) which means that p(F) = PmF(Xo). By a 
monotone passage to the limit, we extend this equation to all measurable 
F > 0. Taking F = 1, we get (5.7). Since ,L is concentrated on E, X0 E E a.s. 
P rn. 
5.4. It follows from Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 that if P E.N, then the 
measure 
(5.14) 
is a-finite. Therefore the restriction of P to .&+ is u-finite. 
5.5. 
THEOREM 5.3. Formula (5.14) establishes a l-l mapping of .k onto a 
subclass M of the class M described in Subsection 1.5. The inverse mapping 
is ,u + P,. For every v E M there exists one and only one .u E M such that 
IIV-Pll,=o. 
Proof: According to Subsection 1.5, ,U E M if and only if there exists 
d E K such that 
-= 4, dm m-a.s. for each t > 0. (5.15) 
Formula (5.15) is equivalent to the condition P, = P,. Hence p E M if and 
only if P, E .A. 
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Let P E .A and let ,U be defined by (5.14). By Theorem 5.2, X0 E E as. P 
and, using 3.6.B, we can rewrite (3.9) in the following form: 
p1z I ~~+ I=p*,z as. P for every Z E ,;T,O. (5.16) 
Hence PZ = PP,,Z = P,Z. Consequently, the image A4 of .A under the 
mapping (5.14) is a subset of M and (5.14) establishes a l-l correspondence 
between .&? and M. 
If ,u,, ,u, E M and I(,u, -,uzllM = 0, then T,p, = T,pu, for all t > 0. Hence 
PLi, =pM(2- As we know, this implies p1 =,u2 if ,u, and ,uu, E M. Finally, if 
,L? E M and if ,u(B) = P;{X, E B), then ,U E M and P, = PC. Hence ,uT, = ,iT, 
for all t + 0 and 11~ - Fll,,, = 0. 
5.6. Let p E M. By Theorem 5.3, P, E, N and 
P, V, E B I= P(B), B E .S!?. (5.17) 
Formula (5.15) defines an isometric mapping of M onto K’. The inverse is 
P(B) = P,Vo E Bl, BE .Y? (5.18) 
and we have P, = P,. According to 1.4.D, the element k of .X ’ 
corresponding to ,U is given by the formula 
(5.19) 
In particular, we have 
k(G) = PU(GP) if llpllc < 00. (5.20) 
We have also a natural isometry of M onto Ht and R+ determined by 
the formulas 
h _ dOlG3 
s.u - dm 
m-a.e. for all 0 <s < u, 
fu=!,+‘tdt=z m-a.e. (5.22) 
f, is Green’s potential of ,u (cf. (1.18)). 
A measure p(dx) = p(x) m(dx) belongs to M if and only if /pllc < co and 
we have 
f, = GP; O~,P>,,, = (GP, P) = IIPII:. (5.23) 
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It follows from (5.20) that, for all ,u E M, 
(f, 7 ‘3)/p = P(GP). (5.24) 
5.7. To every ,U E M there corresponds an additive functional 
a’ = ah where h is defined (5.21). By Theorem 5.2, its characteristic measure 
is ,u. 
THEOREM 5.4. Green’s potential of a measure p E M is given by the 
formula 
f,(x) = P,a“(R ‘) m-a.e. (5.25) 
For every ,u, ii E M 
@,&,=P~a“(Rt). (5.26) 
Proof: Let a = a’ = a,,. Since a(0, U) is .F>,-measurable, it follows from 
(2.1 I), (2.12) that, for every B E 3, 
pl~(~J 40, u) = Pl,(X,) Pxoa(O, u) = 1 P,a(O, u) m(ffx). 
B 
On the other hand, by (4.3) 
PIBP&) 4 u> =(1, T ho,,) =j h,,,(x) Wx). 
Hence 
B 
ho,,(x) = p,a(O, 4 m-a.e. 
Formula (5.25) follows from (l.lO), (5.24), and (5.27). 
By 9.2.C (5.25), (5.24) and 4.3.C 
PC@, a> = 1 m(dx) &‘,(x> PAR ’ > = (&,f,) = 1’ (&,, 4,) dt 
AE 
= J (&u+l~,z~ ti o,+,uz) dt = j- 6,~ h/A dt. u/z 
Letting u + 0 and taking (1.7) and (1.18) into account, we get (5.26). 
(5.27) 
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6. DIRICHLET PRINCIPLE. 
REPRESENTATION OFA?BY RIGHT FUNCTIONS 
6.1. We say that a .J8-measurable function f is right iff(X,) is right 
continuous on [0, co) A-a.s. A fine function is right if 
a.s. H. (6.1) 
It suffices to check condition (6.1) as s takes only rational values. Also we 
can restrict ourself by measures P E .H such that P(0) = 1 (because every 
measure in .M is equivalent o a probability measure). 
LEMMA 6.1. All functions (1.6) are right. 
Proof: Let 1 I&X)/ < a for all x and let f = Gv. Put 
.S+C 
zs= 1 WV,) dt. 
‘S 
Suppose that s + 0 along the set of rational numbers. Then, for every P E , N, 
P{z”~~~}+P(zO~.Fo+} a.s. P. 
Since 1 Zs - Z” I< 2as, 
wI~~l+p~z”Isr,+l a.s. P. 
By 9.2.C and (5.16), 
6.2. Lemma 6.1 is the first step in proving the following theorem: 
THEOREM 6.1. Every function f of Z is m-equivalent to a right function. 
If f E R is right, then 
(6.2) 
We prove simultaneously Theorems 6.1 and 6.2 which presents a general 
form of the Dirichlet principle. 
THEOREM 6.2. Let B E 3 and let 4 = {f: f E 27, f > 1, m-a.e.}. If 4 
is nonempty, then the function. 
T&Y) = P,{X, E B for some t > 0) (6.3) 
belongs to X; and Ilf Il.w > I( x8 II,?for all f E 4. 
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We note that 
qf(x) = P,{u < co 1, (6.4) 
where CJ is the first hitting time of B defined by (1.27). It follows from 
Lemma 3.1 that IC, E 9 for every o-finite measure ,u. In particular Q is m- 
equivalent to a .!&measurable function. We have 
T,n,(x) = P,(a > u). (6.5) 
Hence Tuzs < 7rB and T,z~ T 7~~ as u 1 0, i.e., 7~~ is an excessive function. 
6.3. A set on the real line is open from the right if it contains, with 
every t, an interval [t, U) for some u > t. We say that a set B E 9 is right if 
the set (t: t > 0, X, E B} is open from the right a.s. A. If a g-measurable 
function f is right, then all sets {cl <f < cl} are right. 
LEMMA 6.2. The statement of Theorem 6.2 is true for all right sets B. 
Proof: The set & is convex and closed (see 1.3.B). Hence (cf. [ 11, 
p. 621) there exists a unique element ,fO of q with the minimal norm. If 
TE Z and T> 0 m-a.e., then f0 t Af E X; for all A > 0. Hence F(J) = 
llfo + VII: attains at 0 its minimum on the positive half-line, and 
2(f,,f).,= F’(0) > 0. By 1.4.B and 1.4.C f0 is almost excessive and @((fJ 
is bounded. Let ,u(dx) = p(x) m(dx) be a probability measure. It is easy to 
see that (fO(X,),&, P,) is a supermartingale. Let r, be the first hitting time 
of B by the sequence Xkln, k = 1, 2 ,... . We have P, fO(XJ < P, fJX,,,,) = 
,u(T,,, f,) < &&). On the other hand, P, f,(X,,) > Pr{rn < co } since f0 E 4. 
If ,U E.N, then Prr{z, < a} Tp(q,) b ecause B is right. Therefore ,~(n,) < 
,u(fJ which implies: 71, <f, m-a.e. Since n, and f, are almost excessive, 
@,(n,) < al(fO) for all t, by 1.4.A. By 1.4.B and 1.4.A, rcB ER and ]17rB]I,F< 
II f,llr. Since 7~~ > 1, m-a.e., z, belongs to & and, since the element with the 
minimal norm is unique, rcg =f, m-a.e. 
LEMMA 6.3. Formula (6.2) is true for every excessive f EA?. 
Proof: Put pI=t-‘(f-T,f). We have Gp,=t-‘G,fTf as tl0. By 
1.3.C Gp,+f in Z, and by (5.24), ,~u(Gp,) = (f,, Gp,). Passing to the limit, 
we get (6.2). 
LEMMA 6.4. If f E R is a right function, then 
P,1sup If(X,)l > &J GE-’ IIPIIM Ilf II? for all ,u E M. (6.6) 
I>0 
Proof: Since f is right, the left side of (6.6) is ,<,u(II~) where 
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B = {Ifl > ~1. Since G is excessive, .&J = <f,, qJr< IlfulI.~ll~,Il.~ BY 
Lemma 6.3 the set B is right and Is-lfl > 1,. By Lemma 6.2, Ilfi-‘Ilw> 
ll%Ill*c* 
6.4. According to Subsection 1.6, a set B is inaccessible if X, 6& B 
for all t > 0 P-a.s. for all P E .K This is equivalent to the condition IC, = 0 
m-a.e. 
LEMMA 6.5. If a sequence of right functions f,, E 2@ converge in Z, then 
a subsequence fni converges q.e. to a function J Moreover, for every P E (4 
sup If&v -f (X,I + 0 P-a.s. (6.7) 
00 
ProoJ: Every P E .xY has the form P = P, where p E M. By Lemma 6.4, 
Wf I.m,> -fiGa > 2 -n t G 2” lllu IIM llfi -fill w. 
We choose n, in such a way that P{Zi > 2-‘} < 2-‘, where 
zi= suP If,i+,(xt> -fn,(xtI. I>0 
By the Borel-Cantelli lemma, for P-almost all w, Zi > 2 pi only for a finite 
number of i. Therefore the series Ci(fni+,(X,) - f,,(X,)) converges absolutely 
and uniformly for all t 2 0. Hence the set B = {x: xi I fni+,(x) - fni(x)l = CO } 
is inaccessible. We put 
f(x) = limf,i(x) for x&B, f(x) = 0 for xEB. 
Obviously (6.7) holds and therefore f is a right function. 
6.5. 
Proof of Theorem 6.1. Let p be a bounded reference function and let 
PB=PlB* Denote by 9 the set of all functions Gps, B E 53’. By (5.23) 
,Y CR. It follows from 1.3-E that an element of R’ which is orthogonal to 
.4a vanishes m-a.e. Hence 9 is everywhere dense in R. 
Put f E 2 if f belongs to 3 and is m-equivalent to a right function. By 
Lemma 6.5, 2 is a closed subset of 2. It follows from 1.3.C that 
G,p, -+ Gp, in 2 as t + co. By Lemma 6.1, G,p, E ,#. Hence .p contains 
.Y and, being closed, it coincides with R. 
It remains to prove (6.2). Let f be a right element of X. By 1.3.D, 
(f I E d%4 It follows from (5.19), Fatou’s lemma and (5.17) that 
(6.8) 
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There exists a sequence of right functions f, E 9’ such that I]S-f,j]p+ 0. 
Applying (6.8) to f -f, and using 1.3.B, we get 
Hence ,~(f,) -p(f). By (5.24), (f,,f,),~=,~(f,). Passing to the limit, we get 
(6.2). 
6.6. 
Proof of Theorem 6.2. Let f, be the function constructed in the proof of 
Lemma 6.2. It follows from (3.3) and (5.16) that (f&X,), Fr+ , P) is a super- 
martingale for every P = P, E .A. We choose f, to be right and we apply the 
optional sampling theorem (see, e.g., [ 14, Chap. VI, Theorem 131) to the first 
hitting time (T. We get 
PfO(xJ G PfO(&) = P(fo)* 
Obviously P(a < co, f&T,) < 1) = 0. Hence Pfo(X,) 2 P(o < CO} =p(n,). 
The rest of the proof is the same as for Lemma 6.2. 
7. OPERATORS T, 
7.1. In this section we investigate the operators T, defined by 
formulas (1.23) and (1.24). 
It follows from Theorem 3.1 and (5.16) that 
P&Y=P,e,Y (7.1) 
for all puEM, YE-;T,O. 
If a is an additive functional, then, by 4.3.C 
B,a(R +) = a(s, a~) a.s. P, 
and (7.1) implies that 
(7.2) 
P,,$R+)=P,a(z, oo)<P,a(R+). 
By applying this formula to a(&) = v(X,) dt, we get 
,W, G,) < ~u(Gvh lyE9. 
(7.3) 
(7.4) 
THEOREM 7.1. Every operator T, is a contraction of M. 
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Proof: Let v =pT,, p E M. By (7.4) and (5.22), for every C E ~9, 
(W(C) Q W?(C) = 1 f,(x) m(dx), 
C 
where f, is Green’s potential of ,u. By the Radon-Nikodym theorem vG has a 
density p with respect o m and 0 & p <f, m-a.e. For every w E 9, 
v(W) = @, WI- (7.5) 
Therefore for every t > 0 
V,P, WI= ($9 r,w>=~(GT,v)<v(W)= @, w> 
and T,p <p m-a.e. By 1.4.A, G,(p) < @,(f,) and, by 1.4.B and (1.14), 
PER+ and ~IPII~WJ~.~. BY (1.16) 
p = -* 4, dt 
J 0 
(7.6) 
where CK+. Wenotethat I1411K=Il~ll,~<Il.fJT=I141M. 
If w > 0 and (&, w) < a, then (p, w) < co and (7.5), (7.6) imply that 
[” v(T,ly) dt = 1’ (#,, w) dt 
-0 0 
(7.7) 
for every u. Let p be a reference function and let w = pl, where B E 9. By 
1.3.B, Vu, w> = m%f,) < Mi.tJ < IIPII~ Ilf,W 00 and (7.7) holds. 
Hence 
VT, = mm! (7.8) 
for almost all t. By (7.1), (2.8) and (2.5), Eq. (7.8) implies that 
P,B,Y=P,,,,Y=P,8,Y 
for all Y E cF>o. Hence P, = P, and, by (7.1) and (1.24), 
Pm{& E B) = P,(X, E B} = P,k’,{X, E B} = @T,)(B) = v(B). 
BY (5.W v E ~4 and lIvIL.,= I1411x < Ilclll,+,. 
7.2. 
THEOREM 7.2. A set B E 9 is inaccessible if and only ifp(B) = 0 for all 
p E M. 9-measurable functions f and g coincide q.e. if and only if 
Af > = i4 g) for all P E M. 
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Proof: If ,u E M, then ~1 is the characteristic measure of Q” and, by (5.1), 
p(B) = P I,+ e-’ lB(Tt) a’(dt). Hence p(B) = 0 if B is inaccessible. 
Let p(B) = 0 for all p E M. We consider the stopping times r, constructed 
in Lemma 3.1. If p E M, then p,, =pT,” E it4 by Theorem 7.1. Hence 
P,{X,,E B) =pn(B) = 0. By 3.3.A and 3.3.B, this implies P,(a < 00) = 0. 
Thus B is inaccessible. 
Suppose that p(f) =p(g) for all p E it4. Since it4 contains together with p 
the restriction pe of p to each set B E 9, we have p,,(f) =pg(g) for all B. 
Hence p(f# g} = 0 and the set {f# g} is inaccessible. 
7.3. 
THEOREM 7.3. A function f E Z is right if and only if 
The formula 
f,(4=Pxa”‘(R+) 
gives a right version of Green’s potential. 
(7.10) 
ProoJ: The “only if’ part is contained in Theorem 6.1. Suppose that f 
satisfies (7.9). By Theorem 6.1, f is m-equivalent to a right function g. For 
every ,u E i’t4, p(f) = (f,,f)Sa=,u( g). By Theorem 7.2, f = g q.e. Therefore, 
for every p E M and for P,-almost all o, f(X,) is right continuous on (0, co) 
and tends to g(X,) as t + 0. But P, (f (X,,) # g(X,J} = ,u(f # g) = 0. Hence f
is right. 
Let f, be defined by (7.10). By Theorem 5.4, for every v E M, df,, fu)x= 
(v, 1~)~ =P,a’(R ‘) = VU;). Hence f, is right. 
7.4. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let u be thefirst hitting time of B E .9. For every p E M, 
pT, is the orthogonal projection of p on K(B). For every right f E 3, T, f is 
the right version of the orthogonal projection off onto Z(B). 
ProoJ: (1) We have, for every ,u, v E il4, 
P,a”(O, 5) = P, lR+ l,<,a”(dt) < P, 1’ l&X1) a”(dt). 
R+ 
Let v E M(B) = M(B) n M. Then, by Lemma 5.1, the right side is equal to 0 
and, by (7.3), PrT,u”(R+) = P,a”(R+). By (5.26), this is equivalent o the 
equation &T,, v)~ = 01, v)~. Let r,, be stopping times defined in Lemma 3.1. 
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By Theorem 7.1, ,uu, =,uT,. E M and ]],u.]IM < ]]P]],,,. It follows from 3.3.A 
that ,uu, E M(B). By (7.3) and 3.3.B, for every v E M, 
cu”, ~),M = Pua”(rn, m)+Ppa”(a, oo)=(uT,,v),. 
Hence p,, -+ ,uT, weakly in K and ,uT, E K(B). 
(2) Let f” denote the right version of the orthogonal projection of 
f E 3 on Z(B). It follows from (1) that f f = fur, for all p E M. In general, 
by (7.9), 
4f “) = (f, ,f “).r = (f “,,f ).r = (fur,,f ).r = W’,)(f) = i4Tof) 
and, by Theorem 7.2, fB = T,f q.e. Since T,f satisfies (7.9), it is right. 
Remark. T,f, =f#r, q.e. because both functions represent (f,)“. 
7.5. 
THEOREM 7.5. Let o be the first hitting time of B E 2 and let f E 2Y be 
a right function. Then T, f = f q.e. on B, and T, f is the only right function in 
Z(B) which coincides with f q.e. on B. 
Proof: By Theorem 7.4, f - T, f is orthogonal to f, , ,u E M(B). Hence 
p(T,f)= (f,, T,f),= (fp,f),p=p(f) which implies the first statement of 
the theorem. 
If F is a right element of Z(B), then, by Theorem 7.4, T,F = F m-a.e., 
hence q.e. and ,u(F) =p(T,F) for all p E M. If F =f q.e. on B, then 
(,uT,)(F) = (,uT,)(f ). Hence p( T,f) = ,u(F) for all fi E M, and T, f = F q.e. 
by Theorem 7.2. 
COROLLARY. P,(o > 0) = 0 q.e. on B. 
Indeed, let p > 0, ]]P]]~ < co. Then f = Gp is a right element of ,P and 
T, f (x) = P, l,” p(X,) dt. Hence by Theorem 7.5, P, ji p(X,) dt = 0 q.e. on B. 
8. CONCLUDING REMARKS 
8.1. Comparison with the Previous Work 
The relation between Markov processes and Dirichlet spaces is the subject 
of books by Silverstein [ 161 and Fukushima [ 111. We refer to these books 
for earlier history. A substantial part of [ 11, 161 is devoted to the 
construction of a Markov process starting from a Dirichlet space-an 
important problem which has been left aside in the present paper. 
In all the literature on Dirichlet spaces, it is assumed that the state space 
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E is a locally compact separable Hausdorff space and that R contains 
sufficiently large amount of continuous functions. We do not need any 
conditions of topological nature. The second distinction is related to the first 
one. We get all results on Dirichlet spaces by probabilistic methods in 
constrast to Silverstein and Fukushima who present, first, an analytic theory 
of Dirichlet forms and then apply it to probabilistic problems. 
8.2. Nondissipative Transition Functions 
For every Markov transition function p,(x, B) and every constant 1 > 0, 
the formula 
P,(x, B) = e-“p,(x, B) 
defines a dissipative transition function. This makes it possible to apply the 
results of this paper to the general transition functions. 
8.3. Fine Processes 
In the definition of line processes, the family (3.1) can be replaced by the 
family 
f(x) = lR+ e -A’T, w(x) dt, iyE.8, A>0 
or by the family of all ,&excessive functions. All these conditions determine 
the same class of processes. Another equivalent condition is: for every u E R 
and every f E ~9, the function 
Tu-Lfv,> = p,,x,fm 
is right continuous in t on A n (-co, u) for P-almost all w. 
Let us discuss the relation between line processes and right processes 
investigated in [6, 12, 15, 171. In the definition of both classes, right 
continuity of certain functions along almost all paths is required. The 
difference is that “almost all” means P-a.s. for the reference measure P in the 
case of fine processes and it means .N’-a.s. in the case of right processes. As 
we have mentioned in Subsection 3.1, right continuity P-a.s. implies right 
continuity .A-a.s. However, in general, it does not imply right continuity 
. ,I -a.s. The implication takes place under the following additional condition: 
8.3.A. For every t, x, the measure p,(x, .) is absolutely continuous 
with respect to m. 
In this case the distinction between fine and right processes is 
insignificant. 
The second part of the definition of a right process is: the state space E 
can be imbedded into a compact metric space g in such a way that X,(o) is 
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right continuous for all w. It is assumed in [6, 171 that E is a Bore1 set in I?. 
In this case our condition 3.2.B is obviously satisfied. In [ 121 a weaker 
condition-E is universally measurable-is introduced. 
Condition 3.2.B can be replaced by a weaker condition: 
8.3.B. There exists a .fl-certain set TE ,F,0 such that Tc R* and .S 
is generated by functions f with the following property: j-(X,(w)) is right 
continuous on (0, /3(o)) for all w E r. 
Under assumption 8.3.A, condition 8.3.B follows from 3.2.B and therefore 
can be dropped. This is the reason that 3.2.B has not appeared in 18,9]. 
In the present paper, only symmetric transition functions are considered. 
A natural generalization is a pair of transition functions in duality with 
respect to a measure m. A reference measure P can be defined in the space of 
paths o(tk) with split time. It might be interesting to investigate the class of 
fine processes in this more general case. 
8.4. The Entrance Space 
Dealing with measures of the class OH, it is natural to restrict the space a 
to the set Q* = {a ,< 0 < /I) on which all these measures are concentrated. 
Originally, X,(o), w E Q *, is defined only for f > 0. Theorem 3.2 shows that 
it is possible to define X,,(o) with values in an extension E of E and to 
preserve the Markov property and the right continuity. E is a version of an 
entrance space. Actually, working with .H, we do not need to extend E since, 
according to Section 5, X0 E E .M-a.s. 
8.5. Additive Functionals 
The results of Fukushima on positive continuous additive functionals (see 
[ 11, Sect. 5.11) follow easily from theorems of Sections 4 and 5. Methods 
used in these sections work also in the case of several Markov processes, and 
the principal results of [S] can be proved in this way. In [8] assumption 
8.3.A has been used. Now we are able to remove this restriction. 
8.6. Classes M and A4 
These classes coincide if the transition function separates measures, i.e., if 
the condition pT, = VT, for all t > 0 implies that p = V. In general, M #M. 
For example, let E = { 1,2), ~~(1, 1) =p1(2, 1) = e-‘, pI(1,2) =p1(2, 2) = 0; 
m(1) = 1, m(2) = 0; p(1) = 0, p(2) = 1. The transition function p is 
symmetric relative to m, and p belongs to M but not to M. 
8.7. Dirichlet Problem 
Let X, be the Brownian motion in R3. Then 
U~)X-= Ii1 [(LJ’ + <f,>’ + W’l dm, 
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where f,,f,,f, are weak partial derivatives of f and m is the Lebesgue 
measure. The space X consists of all f for which this integral is finite. 
Let D be an open set and let B be the complement of D. A right functionf 
belongs to P(B) if and only if it is harmonic in D. 
We say that F is a solution of the Dirichlet problem for f in D if F is 
harmonic in D, is a right function and if F = f q.e. on B. 
It follows from Theorem 7.5 that, for every right f E ,X there exists a 
unique solution of the Dirichlet problem which belongs to .p. A classical 
Kellog-Evans theorem follows immediately from this fact. 
8.8. Measures Vanishing on All Inaccessible Sets 
Put ,U E * if p is a a-finite measure which does not charge any inac- 
cessible set. By Theorem 7.2, M c a. Is every c E fi equivalent to a 
measure p E M? The answer is positive under condition 8.3.A (see, e.g., [8, 
p. 661). In general, the answer is unknown. 
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